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Introduction

Due to the continuous struggle for undocumented
migration, the U.S. Mexico border has always been on of the
most misunderstood. This thesis tries to form awareness
of the number of migrants that are seeking asylum in the
United States. Most of these people are coming from Central
and South America to experience the American dream, a
concept that many do not get to achieve. Understanding the
physical and cultural aspects from departing their homeland,
arrival at the border, possible deportation, the admission into
the country, and starting from zero. Nowadays, the southern
border wall has turned into a cancerous divider that needs to
be reconnected.

But how could we treat something that was designed to
operate as a barrier for separation? Architecture could be the
way by looking at the spaces in between to heal the border.
Introducing programmatic elements along the border to
create a healthy interaction between both regions.

Mobility of Bodies
The 2018 Migrant Caravan

Mobility and Containment
Migration Lens

Late in 2018, newspaper
headlines captured the
story of a large caravan of
migrants who congregated
in San Pedro Sula, the largest city in Honduras, and
grew in numbers as they
approached the US border. This caravan included
migrants from Honduras,
Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
El Salvador and was largely
comprised of families with
children.
Many of the migrants were
fleeing the repression of
drug cartels who leveraged
taxes against average citizens to protect them from
their own violent behavior.
Having traveled over 2,500
miles, 1,200 migrants arrived at the Mexico-United
States Border at Friendship
Park in Tijuana. United
States Attorney General,
Jeff Sessions, called the caravan “a deliberate attempt
to undermine our laws and
overwhelm our system.”

Migrant Status:
| LEGAL |
| MIGRANT |
| IMMIGRANT | |
| ALIEN |
| CITIZEN |

The Honduran government urged
people not to join the caravan, calling it a
political mobilization aimed at the president.
Credit...Jorge Cabrera/Reuters

When the caravan crossed the border
into Guatemala, its members traveling by
foot and vehicle, it had ballooned to more
than 1,000.Credit...Orlando Sierra/Agency
France-Press — Getty Images

Through time borders have evolved to contain bodies
from freely moving, because there is a need to separate
something, or someone from their background.

Against the backdrop of this broadly publicized story of paranoia
and xenophobia, my thesis seeks to understand the physical, cultural, and psychological consequences of migration.

Decision to Migrate

Maria Meza, center, part of a caravan of thousands from Central America trying
to reach the United States, runs away from tear gas with her five-year-old twin
daughters Saira Mejia Meza, left, and Cheili Mejia Meza in front of the border wall
between the U.S.. and Mexico, in Tijuana, Nov. 25, 2018. Image by Kim Kyung

This thesis considers the entire unidirectional journey of
migration, from the consequences of leaving behind one’s
homeland to the uncertainty experienced at the border, and
from the fear of possible deportation to the anxiety of the
prospect of being admitted into the US, only to have to start
over. America’s southern border wall has become a cancerous
divider, and this thesis proposes an installation informed by
the protracted history of this contested territory as a gesture
towards informed reconnection.

1. Beginning the process of selection

2. Selecting the common used items

3. Toy Selection

4. Snacks for the long journey

5. Family photographs

6. Wanting to take everything but cant

7. Moment of decision

8. What is significant to keep?

10. The bag is ready.

11. One last check.

12. Ready to embark this
undetermined journey.

9. Discarding things

11. Saying one last goodbye.

Migrating is not an easy task for anyone, difficult choices are made, from selecting things that will be left behind
or prolong its life-cycle. I remember my family making this
decision, we only had a carry-on and cargo luggage to pack of
our history. After collecting all our belongings, there were still
many objects that were abandoned. These items were part of
our history living in Honduras and had a significant impact on
our lives. The only thing we could do is provide a new home
for them, which could create new a significant memory for
someone else.
The previous images demonstrate this decision making from the perspective of a child that is wanting to bring
everything but is not able.

Means of Mobility to Migrate

There are various of reasons of why people make the decision
to migrate, some are fleeing wars, seeking financial stability,
a better education, and persecution. Making the decision
to leave can be quite hard, but one of the hardest part is the
journey. The means of transportations are dangerous by foot,
tunnels, trains and sea.

Most of these migrants have to seek help to coyotes, paying
them a very costly fee to reach al otro lado ( the other side).
One of the common routes they take is the train called La Bestia also known as The Beast. This train major use is to transport goods from Guatemala to the Northern areas of Mexico.
This train does not stop for anyone which makes it dangerous
to even try to ride it.
El Rio Grande , has been another route that migrants take, its
dangerous streams makes it nearly impossible to reach to the
other side.

Going through all those obstacles, to reach at the border they
encounter the most difficult one which is crossing the other
side of that borderline. However, even when they reach the
other side there is still a continuous feeling of displacement.
This thesis revisits the history of the boundary between these
two regions, in order to understand why we needed to create
this evident separation.

Creating the Boundary Line

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The Borderline
The First Delineation

Looking back at the first delineation in the southern
border, and looking at the first markers.

United States territory before gaining Mexico land
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1846 -1848 Mexican American War
1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
This declared that Mexico will gained peace and $15
million, with a loss of one half of it territory
Alta California, Nuevo Mexico, Northern parts of
Coahuila, Tamualipas and Sonora
1853 Treaty of Mesilla (Gadsden Purchase)
This treaty was enforced due to U.S. interest to purchase
more land providing access for a railway to the Pacific
coast.

Mexico territory before giving up land to the U.S.

First Survey 1849- 1857
First Phase

The Survey started from the Pacific to the Atlantic Coast

South port of
San Diego I.P

Gila River & Colorado
River I.P

Cast-Iron Monument
near Otay Mountain

Cast-Iron Monument
New River in Mexicali

El Paso
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Colorado River

1849- 1851
California Survey
San Diego to the Colorado River
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of Rio
Grande
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Marble Monument
San Diego

Cast-Iron Monument
near Jacumba Wilderness
Area

Imperial Valley

The U.S. and Mexico agreed to fixed four initial point or puntos
iniciales that would start to define the landscape.
It took six years for U.S. and Mexican Survey teams to crisscrossed the borderland, to check each others work.

Mexicali Valley
The towns of Calexico
and Mexicali, has transformed into an enormous
agricultural empires.

Obelisk as Markers
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Surveyors began trekking
downstream, but were halted
by the mountains of Big Bend
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Pacific Coast and the Colorado River
		
The Site: “Barren and never be
			
cultivated by either party”
Loose Stones monuments were added west of New River
“ What a great mistake it was to have a marble monument of such dimensions- one piece alone weight 5 tons and is so unwieldy that will be difficult
to get here and more difficult afterwards to put in position.”
- Team Leader Hard castle

River Multiple channels
It was difficult in specifying the boundary by the
deepest channel of the
river.

First Survey 1851-1855
Third Phase

Second Boundary Survey 1892-1894
1892
Surveyors met in El Paso
First Survey Errors
+ Monuments were incorrectly placed
and would have resulted in a net gain of
territory to Mexico of over 300sq miles

EL Paso

Arizona & Sonora
Desert

Instructions
+ Resurvey the boundary line
+ Locate & rebuild the old monuments
+ Install additional markers
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Through this journey the survey team erected stone mounds as
monuments. Arizona and Sonora Desert brought more struggles to the
survey team due to the climate
1857 - There were a total of 52 Monuments that delineate the landscape
between these two region

Second Region to Survey

“ The original boundary monument number 1 at the Pacific Ocean was
renumbered as 258, since the surveyors had worked wast from El Paso.
The original monument marble monument at the Pacific was defaced and
damaged, so it was sent to San Diego for Polishings and re-engraving and
later reinstalled with iron fencing to prevent further vandalism.”

International Boundary Commission (IBC)
In the borderline between Naco Arizona & Mexican State of Sonora

Naco, Arizona

The IBC instituted 3 additional monuments erected
with a 6o- foot setback of all buildings from the
boundary line

60ft
60ft

Setbacks to have a control to the bordertowns

MEXICAN STATE OF SONORA

Buildings

Canals

Freight Cars

1905
Restoration | Erection of Monuments

Salton Sea

Through this flooding it
created the Salton Sea

Colorado River
- 1905 the river
burst its banks
at Yuma

New River
Alamo River
FLOOD
-Flowed north for
two years

ATES
UNITED ST
MEXICO
Much of the town of
Mexicali were destroyed

Monumental Restoration through disaster
-1892-1894

Mexicali Monument

Calexico Monument

220
A

221

Monument 221 was
restored and constructed in a higher
ground for future
nature disasters

Healing the Border
Markers of Renegotiation

Renegotiation of land to understand one another.

Different roles of Obelisks

Temporary
Obelisk

Permanent Obelisk with Borders

Permanent Obelisk without Borders

The nostalgia of the past, trying to
constantly seek that moment in history
where both nations’ relationships were
stable. This simulation takes the border fence away and reveals what ones
were there.

These border obelisks were once deemed as monuments, but as
both nations started drifting apart, their hierarchy has changed.
Nowadays, these obelisks are fading away, because of the border
wall and attraction in the line. This thesis seeks to look back at
these markers, and take back their monumentality.

Redefining the Obelisk

This History of a contested territory and its continuous evolving
boundary is the site where the revisionist history of my monumental
installation will take place. Mining this history from prompts, clues,
and tells, my installation creates a buffer zone by thickening the border, creating an opportunity for culture exchange and socio political
understanding in the in- between

The first installation proposes for the public to manipulate the
space. Cutting is one of the tasks in order to go through the other
side and interact with the person on the other side. Just as migrants
have to cut some of the fences to arrive into the other side

The second installation proposes for the toxic water of the New River to come into the site. The water will rise into the dwell, the public
had the responsibility to elevate the base of the obelisk so it doesn’t
get damaged. Just as the flooding that occurred from the Colorado
River into the town of Calexico and Mexicali.

The final interactive installation looks back into the idea of
mobilization when it comes to the obelisk. This act of performance where individuals pick up a smaller version of the border
monument and carry it themselves, to a new location. Through the
act of carrying and repositioning, they not only remember the past
but it also becomes a part of them, creating a present that is an
alternative to ‘the wall’.
This interaction brings back the idea of renegotiating the
landscapes, without a need to sign any treaties.

IMAGINING DETENTION CENTER

			
APPENDIX

			

Children’s tent encampment built to deal with the
“zero tolerance” policy in Tornillo Texas, on June
21, 2018. - PBS “Trump tries to change focus of the
border debate”. June 23, 2018

Through the movements,
there is always a normal
set back that impede
a migrant to continue
moving forward. One of
the main fears is being
detained by border patrol
officers. The fear of being
taken back home and
starting from zero.
Detention centers have
always been used, but
lately, there has been
more of an enforcement
to stop these movements.
The zero tolerance act
has been in charge of
separating families.
This separation is made
to bring fear to future
migrants, so they could
look at the consequence
of their actions

THE BREAKING OF BOUNDARIES

Berlin wall. (Credit: spreephoto.de/Getty Images) - History “ Seven Border Walls”

An overcrowded fenced area holding families at a
Border Patrol Centralized Processing Center is seen
in a still image from video in McAllen, Texas, on
June 11.- The Atlantic “A Crime by any name”.

East German police sprayed water on West Germans as they broke
through the wall at the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin on Nov. 11,
1989.Credit...Anthony Suau

A Honduran toddler cries as her mother is searched
and detained near the United States border with
Mexico on June 12.Credit. - The New York Times
“She Became a Face of Family Separation at the Border. But She’s Still With Her Mother.

We construct these barriers to separate one from another. What happens
when a country is being divided for so long that now are allowed to freely
move? The Berlin wall is one of those cases, in which divided the East
and West Berlin. In 1989 it was ordered to began the dismantling of elements on the border. This created the opportunity to reunite families that
have been separated since 1961.

Index
Border Towns
A town that is situated a boundary between two countries.
Objectification
A visible representation of something abstract (as a quality)
Refugee
“Being a refugee is much more than a political status; it is the most
pervasive kind of cruelty that can be exercised against a human
being by depriving a person of all forms of security, the most basic requirements of a normal life, by cruelly placing that person at
the mercy of some inhospitable host countries that do not want to
receive this refugee.” - Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, head of the Palestine
Liberation Organization Department of Culture and Information
interview with Ai Weiwei in the 2017 film Human Flow
Displacement
People who have no other choice than to flee their homeland due to
conflicts that are affecting them such as war, political conflicts and
more.
Migrating
The movement of bodies (animals and humans) from one space or
region to another. This movement could be seen to search for goods.
Immigration
The control over bodies in order to secure a defined region from any
particular threat.
Containment
Securing from something or someone to move out of their defined
limit.
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